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Design Martin Fowler
Methods for managing complex software
construction following the practices,
principles and patterns of Domain-Driven
Design with code examples in C# This book
presents the philosophy of Domain-Driven
Design (DDD) in a down-to-earth and
practical manner for experienced
developers building applications for
complex domains. A focus is placed on the
principles and practices of decomposing a
complex problem space as well as the
implementation patterns and best practices
for shaping a maintainable solution space.
You will learn how to build effective
domain models through the use of tactical
patterns and how to retain their integrity
by applying the strategic patterns of DDD.
Full end-to-end coding examples
demonstrate techniques for integrating a
decomposed and distributed solution space
while coding best practices and patterns
advise you on how to architect
applications for maintenance and scale.
Offers a thorough introduction to the
philosophy of DDD for professional
developers Includes masses of code and
examples of concept in action that other
books have only covered theoretically
Covers the patterns of CQRS, Messaging,
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REST, Event Sourcing and Event-Driven
Architectures Also ideal for Java
developers who want to better understand
the implementation of DDD
How do you detangle a monolithic system
and migrate it to a microservice
architecture? How do you do it while
maintaining business-as-usual? As a
companion to Sam Newman’s extremely
popular Building Microservices, this new
book details a proven method for
transitioning an existing monolithic
system to a microservice architecture.
With many illustrative examples,
insightful migration patterns, and a bevy
of practical advice to transition your
monolith enterprise into a microservice
operation, this practical guide covers
multiple scenarios and strategies for a
successful migration, from initial
planning all the way through application
and database decomposition. You’ll learn
several tried and tested patterns and
techniques that you can use as you migrate
your existing architecture. Ideal for
organizations looking to transition to
microservices, rather than rebuild Helps
companies determine whether to migrate,
when to migrate, and where to begin
Addresses communication, integration, and
the migration of legacy systems Discusses
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multiple migration patterns and where they
apply Provides database migration
examples, along with synchronization
strategies Explores application
decomposition, including several
architectural refactoring patterns Delves
into details of database decomposition,
including the impact of breaking
referential and transactional integrity,
new failure modes, and more
When carefully selected and used, DomainSpecific Languages (DSLs) may simplify
complex code, promote effective
communication with customers, improve
productivity, and unclog development
bottlenecks. In Domain-Specific Languages
, noted software development expert Martin
Fowler first provides the information
software professionals need to decide if
and when to utilize DSLs. Then, where DSLs
prove suitable, Fowler presents effective
techniques for building them, and guides
software engineers in choosing the right
approaches for their applications. This
book’s techniques may be utilized with
most modern object-oriented languages; the
author provides numerous examples in Java
and C#, as well as selected examples in
Ruby. Wherever possible, chapters are
organized to be self-standing, and most
reference topics are presented in a
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familiar patterns format. Armed with this
wide-ranging book, developers will have
the knowledge they need to make important
decisions about DSLs—and, where
appropriate, gain the significant
technical and business benefits they
offer. The topics covered include: How
DSLs compare to frameworks and libraries,
and when those alternatives are sufficient
Using parsers and parser generators, and
parsing external DSLs Understanding,
comparing, and choosing DSL language
constructs Determining whether to use code
generation, and comparing code generation
strategies Previewing new language
workbench tools for creating DSLs
A guide to XP leads the developer, project
manager, and team leader through the
software development planning process,
offering real world examples and tips for
reacting to changing environments quickly
and efficiently.
Roles, Responsibilities, and
Collaborations
Beyond Software Architecture
With examples in Java
Clean Code
A Brief Guide to the Emerging World of
Polyglot Persistence
Monolith to Microservices
Improving the Design of Existing Web
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Applications
As the digital economy changes the rules of the game
for enterprises, the role of software and IT architects
is also transforming. Rather than focus on technical
decisions alone, architects and senior technologists
need to combine organizational and technical
knowledge to effect change in their company’s
structure and processes. To accomplish that, they
need to connect the IT engine room to the penthouse,
where the business strategy is defined. In this guide,
author Gregor Hohpe shares real-world advice and
hard-learned lessons from actual IT transformations.
His anecdotes help architects, senior developers, and
other IT professionals prepare for a more complex but
rewarding role in the enterprise. This book is ideal for:
Software architects and senior developers looking to
shape the company’s technology direction or assist in
an organizational transformation Enterprise architects
and senior technologists searching for practical advice
on how to navigate technical and organizational topics
CTOs and senior technical architects who are devising
an IT strategy that impacts the way the organization
works IT managers who want to learn what’s worked
and what hasn’t in large-scale transformation
Object technology pioneer Wirfs-Brock teams with
expert McKean to present a thoroughly updated,
modern, and proven method for the design of
software. The book is packed with practical design
techniques that enable the practitioner to get the job
done.
The need to handle increasingly larger data volumes
is one factor driving the adoption of a new class of
nonrelational “NoSQL” databases. Advocates of
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NoSQL databases claim they can be used to build
systems that are more performant, scale better, and
are easier to program. NoSQL Distilled is a concise but
thorough introduction to this rapidly emerging
technology. Pramod J. Sadalage and Martin Fowler
explain how NoSQL databases work and the ways that
they may be a superior alternative to a traditional
RDBMS. The authors provide a fast-paced guide to the
concepts you need to know in order to evaluate
whether NoSQL databases are right for your needs
and, if so, which technologies you should explore
further. The first part of the book concentrates on
core concepts, including schemaless data models,
aggregates, new distribution models, the CAP
theorem, and map-reduce. In the second part, the
authors explore architectural and design issues
associated with implementing NoSQL. They also
present realistic use cases that demonstrate NoSQL
databases at work and feature representative
examples using Riak, MongoDB, Cassandra, and
Neo4j. In addition, by drawing on Pramod Sadalage's
pioneering work, NoSQL Distilled shows how to
implement evolutionary design with schema
migration: an essential technique for applying NoSQL
databases. The book concludes by describing how
NoSQL is ushering in a new age of Polyglot
Persistence, where multiple data-storage worlds
coexist, and architects can choose the technology
best optimized for each type of data access.
Users can dramatically improve the design,
performance, and manageability of object-oriented
code without altering its interfaces or behavior.
"Refactoring" shows users exactly how to spot the
best opportunities for refactoring and exactly how to
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do it, step by step.
Clean Architecture
Creating and Sustaining Winning Solutions
Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects in
Crisis
your journey to mastery, 20th Anniversary Edition
Analysis Patterns
Fundamental Design Solutions for SOAP/WSDL and
RESTful Web Services
A Craftsman's Guide to Software Structure and Design
Like any other software system, Web sites gradually
accumulate “cruft” over time. They slow down. Links
break. Security and compatibility problems mysteriously
appear. New features don’t integrate seamlessly. Things
just don’t work as well. In an ideal world, you’d rebuild
from scratch. But you can’t: there’s no time or money for
that. Fortunately, there’s a solution: You can refactor your
Web code using easy, proven techniques, tools, and recipes
adapted from the world of software development. In
Refactoring HTML, Elliotte Rusty Harold explains how to
use refactoring to improve virtually any Web site or
application. Writing for programmers and nonprogrammers alike, Harold shows how to refactor for
better reliability, performance, usability, security,
accessibility, compatibility, and even search engine
placement. Step by step, he shows how to migrate obsolete
code to today’s stable Web standards, including XHTML,
CSS, and REST—and eliminate chronic problems like
presentation-based markup, stateful applications, and “tag
soup.” The book’s extensive catalog of detailed refactorings
and practical “recipes for success” are organized to help
you find specific solutions fast, and get maximum benefit
for minimum effort. Using this book, you can quickly
improve site performance now—and make your site far
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easier to enhance, maintain, and scale for years to come.
Topics covered include • Recognizing the “smells” of Web
code that should be refactored • Transforming old HTML
into well-formed, valid XHTML, one step at a time •
Modernizing existing layouts with CSS • Updating old Web
applications: replacing POST with GET, replacing old
contact forms, and refactoring JavaScript • Systematically
refactoring content and links • Restructuring sites without
changing the URLs your users rely upon This book will be
an indispensable resource for Web designers, developers,
project managers, and anyone who maintains or updates
existing sites. It will be especially helpful to Web
professionals who learned HTML years ago, and want to
refresh their knowledge with today’s standards-compliant
best practices. This book will be an indispensable resource
for Web designers, developers, project managers, and
anyone who maintains or updates existing sites. It will be
especially helpful to Web professionals who learned HTML
years ago, and want to refresh their knowledge with
today’s standards-compliant best practices.
The practice of enterprise application development has
benefited from the emergence of many new enabling
technologies. Multi-tiered object-oriented platforms, such
as Java and .NET, have become commonplace. These new
tools and technologies are capable of building powerful
applications, but they are not easily implemented. Common
failures in enterprise applications often occur because their
developers do not understand the architectural lessons that
experienced object developers have learned. Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture is written in direct
response to the stiff challenges that face enterprise
application developers. The author, noted object-oriented
designer Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in
technology--from Smalltalk to CORBA to Java to .NET--the
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same basic design ideas can be adapted and applied to
solve common problems. With the help of an expert group
of contributors, Martin distills over forty recurring
solutions into patterns. The result is an indispensable
handbook of solutions that are applicable to any enterprise
application platform. This book is actually two books in
one. The first section is a short tutorial on developing
enterprise applications, which you can read from start to
finish to understand the scope of the book's lessons. The
next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference to
the patterns themselves. Each pattern provides usage and
implementation information, as well as detailed code
examples in Java or C#. The entire book is also richly
illustrated with UML diagrams to further explain the
concepts. Armed with this book, you will have the
knowledge necessary to make important architectural
decisions about building an enterprise application and the
proven patterns for use when building them. The topics
covered include · Dividing an enterprise application into
layers · The major approaches to organizing business logic
· An in-depth treatment of mapping between objects and
relational databases · Using Model-View-Controller to
organize a Web presentation · Handling concurrency for
data that spans multiple transactions · Designing
distributed object interfaces
More than 300,000 developers have benefited from past
editions of UML Distilled . This third edition is the best
resource for quick, no-nonsense insights into
understanding and using UML 2.0 and prior versions of the
UML. Some readers will want to quickly get up to speed
with the UML 2.0 and learn the essentials of the UML.
Others will use this book as a handy, quick reference to the
most common parts of the UML. The author delivers on
both of these promises in a short, concise, and focused
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presentation. This book describes all the major UML
diagram types, what they're used for, and the basic
notation involved in creating and deciphering them. These
diagrams include class, sequence, object, package,
deployment, use case, state machine, activity,
communication, composite structure, component,
interaction overview, and timing diagrams. The examples
are clear and the explanations cut to the fundamental
design logic. Includes a quick reference to the most useful
parts of the UML notation and a useful summary of
diagram types that were added to the UML 2.0. If you are
like most developers, you don't have time to keep up with
all the new innovations in software engineering. This new
edition of Fowler's classic work gets you acquainted with
some of the best thinking about efficient object-oriented
software design using the UML--in a convenient format
that will be essential to anyone who designs software
professionally.
Annotation Over the past 10 years, distributed systems
have become more fine-grained. From the large multimillion line long monolithic applications, we are now seeing
the benefits of smaller self-contained services. Rather than
heavy-weight, hard to change Service Oriented
Architectures, we are now seeing systems consisting of
collaborating microservices. Easier to change, deploy, and
if required retire, organizations which are in the right
position to take advantage of them are yielding significant
benefits. This book takes an holistic view of the things you
need to be cognizant of in order to pull this off. It covers
just enough understanding of technology, architecture,
operations and organization to show you how to move
towards finer-grained systems.
Industry-standard web development techniques and
solutions using Python, 2nd Edition
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Best Practices and Design Strategies
Domain-Specific Languages
Pattern Enterpr Applica Arch
Implementation Patterns
Object Design
Domain-Driven Design Quickly

The software development ecosystem is
constantly changing, providing a constant
stream of new tools, frameworks,
techniques, and paradigms. Over the past
few years, incremental developments in
core engineering practices for software
development have created the foundations
for rethinking how architecture changes
over time, along with ways to protect
important architectural characteristics as
it evolves. This practical guide ties
those parts together with a new way to
think about architecture and time.
Looks at the principles and clean code,
includes case studies showcasing the
practices of writing clean code, and
contains a list of heuristics and "smells"
accumulated from the process of writing
clean code.
For any software developer who has spent
days in “integration hell,” cobbling
together myriad software components,
Continuous Integration: Improving Software
Quality and Reducing Risk illustrates how
to transform integration from a necessary
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evil into an everyday part of the
development process. The key, as the
authors show, is to integrate regularly
and often using continuous integration
(CI) practices and techniques. The authors
first examine the concept of CI and its
practices from the ground up and then move
on to explore other effective processes
performed by CI systems, such as database
integration, testing, inspection,
deployment, and feedback. Through more
than forty CI-related practices using
application examples in different
languages, readers learn that CI leads to
more rapid software development, produces
deployable software at every step in the
development lifecycle, and reduces the
time between defect introduction and
detection, saving time and lowering costs.
With successful implementation of CI,
developers reduce risks and repetitive
manual processes, and teams receive better
project visibility. The book covers How to
make integration a “non-event” on your
software development projects How to
reduce the amount of repetitive processes
you perform when building your software
Practices and techniques for using CI
effectively with your teams Reducing the
risks of late defect discovery, lowquality software, lack of visibility, and
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lack of deployable software Assessments of
different CI servers and related tools on
the market The book’s companion Web site,
www.integratebutton.com, provides updates
and code examples.
Fully Revised and Updated–Includes New
Refactorings and Code Examples “Any fool
can write code that a computer can
understand. Good programmers write code
that humans can understand.” —M. Fowler
(1999)For more than twenty years,
experienced programmers worldwide have
relied on Martin Fowler’s Refactoring to
improve the design of existing code and to
enhance software maintainability, as well
as to make existing code easier to
understand. This eagerly awaited new
edition has been fully updated to reflect
crucial changes in the programming
landscape. Refactoring, Second Edition,
features an updated catalog of
refactorings and includes JavaScript code
examples, as well as new functional
examples that demonstrate refactoring
without classes. Like the original, this
edition explains what refactoring is; why
you should refactor; how to recognize code
that needs refactoring; and how to
actually do it successfully, no matter
what language you use. Understand the
process and general principles of
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refactoring Quickly apply useful
refactorings to make a program easier to
comprehend and change Recognize “bad
smells” in code that signal opportunities
to refactor Explore the refactorings, each
with explanations, motivation, mechanics,
and simple examples Build solid tests for
your refactorings Recognize tradeoffs and
obstacles to refactoring Includes free
access to the canonical web edition, with
even more refactoring resources. (See
inside the book for details about how to
access the web edition.)
Fowler
Continuous Integration
WORK EFFECT LEG CODE _p1
Patterns, Principles, and Practices of
Domain-Driven Design
Django Design Patterns and Best Practices
Enterprise Integration Patterns
Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, A
Pattern Language for Distributed Computing

Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into
software development.
"A comprehensive overview of the challenges teams
face when moving to microservices, with industrytested solutions to these problems." - Tim Moore,
Lightbend 44 reusable patterns to develop and deploy
reliable production-quality microservices-based
applications, with worked examples in Java Key
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Features 44 design patterns for building and deploying
microservices applications Drawing on decades of
unique experience from author and microservice
architecture pioneer Chris Richardson A pragmatic
approach to the benefits and the drawbacks of
microservices architecture Solve service
decomposition, transaction management, and interservice communication Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About The Book
Microservices Patterns teaches you 44 reusable
patterns to reliably develop and deploy productionquality microservices-based applications. This
invaluable set of design patterns builds on decades of
distributed system experience, adding new patterns for
composing services into systems that scale and
perform under real-world conditions. More than just a
patterns catalog, this practical guide with worked
examples offers industry-tested advice to help you
design, implement, test, and deploy your microservicesbased application. What You Will Learn How (and
why!) to use microservices architecture Service
decomposition strategies Transaction management
and querying patterns Effective testing strategies
Deployment patterns This Book Is Written For
Written for enterprise developers familiar with
standard enterprise application architecture.
Examples are in Java. About The Author Chris
Richardson is a Java Champion, a JavaOne rock star,
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author of Manning’s POJOs in Action, and creator of
the original CloudFoundry.com. Table of Contents
Escaping monolithic hell Decomposition strategies
Interprocess communication in a microservice
architecture Managing transactions with sagas
Designing business logic in a microservice architecture
Developing business logic with event sourcing
Implementing queries in a microservice architecture
External API patterns Testing microservices: part 1
Testing microservices: part 2 Developing productionready services Deploying microservices Refactoring to
microservices
Patterns, Domain-Driven Design (DDD), and TestDriven Development (TDD) enable architects and
developers to create systems that are powerful, robust,
and maintainable. Now, there’s a comprehensive,
practical guide to leveraging all these techniques
primarily in Microsoft .NET environments, but the
discussions are just as useful for Java developers.
Drawing on seminal work by Martin Fowler (Patterns
of Enterprise Application Architecture) and Eric
Evans (Domain-Driven Design), Jimmy Nilsson shows
how to create real-world architectures for any .NET
application. Nilsson illuminates each principle with
clear, well-annotated code examples based on C# 1.1
and 2.0. His examples and discussions will be valuable
both to C# developers and those working with other
.NET languages and any databases–even with other
platforms, such as J2EE. Coverage includes · Quick
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primers on patterns, TDD, and refactoring · Using
architectural techniques to improve software quality ·
Using domain models to support business rules and
validation · Applying enterprise patterns to provide
persistence support via NHibernate · Planning
effectively for the presentation layer and UI testing ·
Designing for Dependency Injection, Aspect
Orientation, and other new paradigms
Refactoring has proven its value in a wide range of
development projects–helping software professionals
improve system designs, maintainability, extensibility,
and performance. Now, for the first time, leading agile
methodologist Scott Ambler and renowned consultant
Pramodkumar Sadalage introduce powerful
refactoring techniques specifically designed for
database systems. Ambler and Sadalage demonstrate
how small changes to table structures, data, stored
procedures, and triggers can significantly enhance
virtually any database design–without changing
semantics. You’ll learn how to evolve database
schemas in step with source code–and become far
more effective in projects relying on iterative, agile
methodologies. This comprehensive guide and
reference helps you overcome the practical obstacles to
refactoring real-world databases by covering every
fundamental concept underlying database refactoring.
Using start-to-finish examples, the authors walk you
through refactoring simple standalone database
applications as well as sophisticated multi-application
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scenarios. You’ll master every task involved in
refactoring database schemas, and discover best
practices for deploying refactorings in even the most
complex production environments. The second half of
this book systematically covers five major categories
of database refactorings. You’ll learn how to use
refactoring to enhance database structure, data
quality, and referential integrity; and how to refactor
both architectures and methods. This book provides an
extensive set of examples built with Oracle and Java
and easily adaptable for other languages, such as C#,
C++, or VB.NET, and other databases, such as DB2,
SQL Server, MySQL, and Sybase. Using this book’s
techniques and examples, you can reduce waste,
rework, risk, and cost–and build database systems
capable of evolving smoothly, far into the future.
Redefining the Architect's Role in the Digital
Enterprise
Refactoring HTML
Support Constant Change
Tackling Complexity in the Heart of Software
The Pragmatic Programmer
UML Distilled
Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns
Explains how to leverage Java's architecture and
mechanisms to design enterprise applications and
considers code modularity, nonduplication, network
efficiency, maintainability, and reusability.
As Python continues to grow in popularity, projects are
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becoming larger and more complex. Many Python
developers are now taking an interest in high-level
software design patterns such as hexagonal/clean
architecture, event-driven architecture, and the strategic
patterns prescribed by domain-driven design (DDD). But
translating those patterns into Python isn’t always
straightforward. With this hands-on guide, Harry Percival
and Bob Gregory from MADE.com introduce proven
architectural design patterns to help Python developers
manage application complexity—and get the most value
out of their test suites. Each pattern is illustrated with
concrete examples in beautiful, idiomatic Python,
avoiding some of the verbosity of Java and C# syntax.
Patterns include: Dependency inversion and its links to
ports and adapters (hexagonal/clean architecture)
Domain-driven design’s distinction between entities,
value objects, and aggregates Repository and Unit of
Work patterns for persistent storage Events, commands,
and the message bus Command-query responsibility
segregation (CQRS) Event-driven architecture and
reactive microservices
Practical Software Architecture Solutions from the
Legendary Robert C. Martin (“Uncle Bob”) By
applying universal rules of software architecture, you can
dramatically improve developer productivity throughout
the life of any software system. Now, building upon the
success of his best-selling books Clean Code and The
Clean Coder, legendary software craftsman Robert C.
Martin (“Uncle Bob”) reveals those rules and helps you
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apply them. Martin’s Clean Architecture doesn’t
merely present options. Drawing on over a half-century of
experience in software environments of every imaginable
type, Martin tells you what choices to make and why they
are critical to your success. As you’ve come to expect
from Uncle Bob, this book is packed with direct, nononsense solutions for the real challenges you’ll
face–the ones that will make or break your projects.
Learn what software architects need to achieve–and core
disciplines and practices for achieving it Master essential
software design principles for addressing function,
component separation, and data management See how
programming paradigms impose discipline by restricting
what developers can do Understand what’s critically
important and what’s merely a “detail” Implement
optimal, high-level structures for web, database, thickclient, console, and embedded applications Define
appropriate boundaries and layers, and organize
components and services See why designs and
architectures go wrong, and how to prevent (or fix) these
failures Clean Architecture is essential reading for every
current or aspiring software architect, systems analyst,
system designer, and software manager–and for every
programmer who must execute someone else’s designs.
Register your product for convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they become available.
This text aims to help all members of the development
team make the correct nuts-and-bolts architecture
decisions that ensure project success.
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The Art of Agile Development
Designing Fine-Grained Systems
AntiPatterns
With Examples in C# and .NET
Microservices Patterns
Refactoring to Patterns
RefactoringImproving the Design of Existing
CodeAddison-Wesley Professional
The eagerly awaited Pattern-Oriented Software
Architecture (POSA) Volume 4 is about a pattern
language for distributed computing. The authors will
guide you through the best practices and introduce you
to key areas of building distributed software systems.
POSA 4 connects many stand-alone patterns, pattern
collections and pattern languages from the existing body
of literature found in the POSA series. Such patterns
relate to and are useful for distributed computing to a
single language. The panel of experts provides you with
a consistent and coherent holistic view on the craft of
building distributed systems. Includes a foreword by
Martin Fowler A must read for practitioners who want
practical advice to develop a comprehensive language
integrating patterns from key literature.
In 1994, Design Patterns changed the landscape of objectoriented development by introducing classic solutions to
recurring design problems. In 1999, Refactoring
revolutionized design by introducing an effective process
for improving code. With the highly anticipated
Refactoring to Patterns , Joshua Kerievsky has changed
our approach to design by forever uniting patterns with
the evolutionary process of refactoring. This book
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introduces the theory and practice of pattern-directed
refactorings: sequences of low-level refactorings that
allow designers to safely move designs to, towards, or
away from pattern implementations. Using code from realworld projects, Kerievsky documents the thinking and
steps underlying over two dozen pattern-based design
transformations. Along the way he offers insights into
pattern differences and how to implement patterns in the
simplest possible ways. Coverage includes: A catalog of
twenty-seven pattern-directed refactorings, featuring realworld code examples Descriptions of twelve design
smells that indicate the need for this book’s refactorings
General information and new insights about patterns and
refactoring Detailed implementation mechanics: how lowlevel refactorings are combined to implement high-level
patterns Multiple ways to implement the same
pattern–and when to use each Practical ways to get
started even if you have little experience with patterns or
refactoring Refactoring to Patterns reflects three years of
refinement and the insights of more than sixty software
engineering thought leaders in the global patterns,
refactoring, and agile development communities.
Whether you’re focused on legacy or “greenfield”
development, this book will make you a better software
designer by helping you learn how to make important
design changes safely and effectively.
Software Expert Kent Beck Presents a Catalog of
Patterns Infinitely Useful for Everyday Programming
Great code doesn’t just function: it clearly and
consistently communicates your intentions, allowing
other programmers to understand your code, rely on it,
and modify it with confidence. But great code doesn’t
just happen. It is the outcome of hundreds of small but
critical decisions programmers make every single day.
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Now, legendary software innovator Kent Beck—known
worldwide for creating Extreme Programming and
pioneering software patterns and test-driven
development—focuses on these critical decisions,
unearthing powerful “implementation patterns” for
writing programs that are simpler, clearer, better
organized, and more cost effective. Beck collects 77
patterns for handling everyday programming tasks and
writing more readable code. This new collection of
patterns addresses many aspects of development,
including class, state, behavior, method, collections,
frameworks, and more. He uses diagrams, stories,
examples, and essays to engage the reader as he
illuminates the patterns. You’ll find proven solutions for
handling everything from naming variables to checking
exceptions.
Improving the Design of Existing Code
A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship
Enabling Test-Driven Development, Domain-Driven
Design, and Event-Driven Microservices
NoSQL Distilled
The Software Architect Elevator
Domain-driven Design
Ruby Edition: Ruby Edition
"The AntiPatterns authors have clearly been
there and done that when it comes to managing
software development efforts. I resonated with
one insight after another, having witnessed too
many wayward projects myself. The experience
in this book is palpable." -John Vlissides, IBM
Research "This book allows managers,
architects, and developers to learn from the
painful mistakes of others. The high-level
AntiPatterns on software architecture are a
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particularly valuable contribution to software
engineering. Highly recommended!" -Kyle
Brown Author of The Design Patterns Smalltalk
Companion "AntiPatterns continues the trend
started in Design Patterns. The authors have
discovered and named common problem
situations resulting from poor management or
architecture control, mistakes which most
experienced practitioners will recognize. Should
you find yourself with one of the AntiPatterns,
they even provide some clues on how to get
yourself out of the situation." -Gerard
Meszaros, Chief Architect, Object Systems
Group Are you headed into the software
development mine field? Follow someone if you
can, but if you're on your own-better get the
map! AntiPatterns is the map. This book helps
you navigate through today's dangerous
software development projects. Just look at the
statistics: * Nearly one-third of all software
projects are cancelled. * Two-thirds of all
software projects encounter cost overruns in
excess of 200%. * Over 80% of all software
projects are deemed failures. While patterns
help you to identify and implement procedures,
designs, and codes that work, AntiPatterns do
the exact opposite; they let you zero-in on the
development detonators, architectural
tripwires, and personality booby traps that can
spell doom for your project. Written by an allstar team of object-oriented systems
developers, AntiPatterns identifies 40 of the
most common AntiPatterns in the areas of
software development, architecture, and
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project management. The authors then show
you how to detect and defuse AntiPatterns as
well as supply refactored solutions for each
AntiPattern presented.
This innovative book recognizes the need within
the object-oriented community for a book that
goes beyond the tools and techniques of the
typical methodology book. In Analysis Patterns:
Reusable Object Models, Martin Fowler focuses
on the end result of object-oriented analysis
and design—the models themselves. He shares
with you his wealth of object modeling
experience and his keen eye for identifying
repeating problems and transforming them into
reusable models. Analysis Patterns provides a
catalogue of patterns that have emerged in a
wide range of domains including trading,
measurement, accounting and organizational
relationships. Recognizing that conceptual
patterns cannot exist in isolation, the author
also presents a series of "support patterns"
that discuss how to turn conceptual models into
software that in turn fits into an architecture
for a large information system. Included in each
pattern is the reasoning behind their design,
rules for when they should and should not be
used, and tips for implementation. The
examples presented in this book comprise a
cookbook of useful models and insight into the
skill of reuse that will improve analysis,
modeling and implementation.
For those considering Extreme Programming,
this book provides no-nonsense advice on agile
planning, development, delivery, and
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management taken from the authors' many
years of experience. While plenty of books
address the what and why of agile
development, very few offer the information
users can apply directly.
Build maintainable websites with elegant
Django design patterns and modern best
practices Key Features Explore aspects of
Django from Models and Views to testing and
deployment Understand the nuances of web
development such as browser attack and data
design Walk through various asynchronous
tools such as Celery and Channels Book
Description Building secure and maintainable
web applications requires comprehensive
knowledge. The second edition of this book not
only sheds light on Django, but also
encapsulates years of experience in the form of
design patterns and best practices. Rather than
sticking to GoF design patterns, the book looks
at higher-level patterns. Using the latest
version of Django and Python, you’ll learn
about Channels and asyncio while building a
solid conceptual background. The book
compares design choices to help you make
everyday decisions faster in a rapidly changing
environment. You’ll first learn about various
architectural patterns, many of which are used
to build Django. You’ll start with building a fun
superhero project by gathering the
requirements, creating mockups, and setting up
the project. Through project-guided examples,
you’ll explore the Model, View, templates,
workflows, and code reusability techniques. In
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addition to this, you’ll learn practical Python
coding techniques in Django that’ll enable you
to tackle problems related to complex topics
such as legacy coding, data modeling, and code
reusability. You’ll discover API design principles
and best practices, and understand the need
for asynchronous workflows. During this
journey, you’ll study popular Python code
testing techniques in Django, various web
security threats and their countermeasures,
and the monitoring and performance of your
application. What you will learn Make use of
common design patterns to help you write
better code Implement best practices and
idioms in this rapidly evolving framework Deal
with legacy code and debugging Use
asynchronous tools such as Celery, Channels,
and asyncio Use patterns while designing API
interfaces with the Django REST Framework
Reduce the maintenance burden with welltested, cleaner code Host, deploy, and secure
your Django projects Who this book is for This
book is for you whether you’re new to Django or
just want to learn its best practices. You do not
have to be an expert in Django or Python. No
prior knowledge of patterns is expected for
reading this book but it would be helpful.
Refactoring Databases
Working Effectively with Legacy Code
Core J2EE Patterns
Refactoring Workbook
Building Evolutionary Architectures
Architecture Patterns with Python
AGILE PRIN PATTS PRACTS C#_1
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The Definitive Refactoring Guide, Fully Revamped for Ruby
With refactoring, programmers can transform even the most
chaotic software into well-designed systems that are far
easier to evolve and maintain. What's more, they can do it
one step at a time, through a series of simple, proven steps.
Now, there's an authoritative and extensively updated version
of Martin Fowler's classic refactoring book that utilizes Ruby
examples and idioms throughout-not code adapted from Java
or any other environment. The authors introduce a detailed
catalog of more than 70 proven Ruby refactorings, with
specific guidance on when to apply each of them, step-bystep instructions for using them, and example code illustrating
how they work. Many of the authors' refactorings use
powerful Ruby-specific features, and all code samples are
available for download. Leveraging Fowler's original
concepts, the authors show how to perform refactoring in a
controlled, efficient, incremental manner, so you methodically
improve your code's structure without introducing new bugs.
Whatever your role in writing or maintaining Ruby code, this
book will be an indispensable resource. This book will help
you * Understand the core principles of refactoring and the
reasons for doing it * Recognize "bad smells" in your Ruby
code * Rework bad designs into well-designed code, one step
at a time * Build tests to make sure your refactorings work
properly * Understand the challenges of refactoring and how
they can be overcome * Compose methods to package code
properly * Move features between objects to place
responsibilities where they fit best * Organize data to make it
easier to work with * Simplify conditional expressions and
make more effective use of polymorphism * Create interfaces
that are easier to understand and use * Generalize more
effectively * Perform larger refactorings that transform entire
software systems and may take months or years *
Successfully refactor Ruby on Rails code
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As the application of object technology--particularly the Java
programming language--has become commonplace, a new
problem has emerged to confront the software development
community. Significant numbers of poorly designed programs
have been created by less-experienced developers, resulting
in applications that are inefficient and hard to maintain and
extend. Increasingly, software system professionals are
discovering just how difficult it is to work with these inherited,
"non-optimal" applications. For several years, expert-level
object programmers have employed a growing collection of
techniques to improve the structural integrity and
performance of such existing software programs. Referred to
as "refactoring," these practices have remained in the domain
of experts because no attempt has been made to transcribe
the lore into a form that all developers could use. . .until now.
In Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code,
renowned object technology mentor Martin Fowler breaks
new ground, demystifying these master practices and
demonstrating how software practitioners can realize the
significant benefits of this new process. With proper training a
skilled system designer can take a bad design and rework it
into well-designed, robust code. In this book, Martin Fowler
shows you where opportunities for refactoring typically can be
found, and how to go about reworking a bad design into a
good one. Each refactoring step is simple--seemingly too
simple to be worth doing. Refactoring may involve moving a
field from one class to another, or pulling some code out of a
method to turn it into its own method, or even pushing some
code up or down a hierarchy. While these individual steps
may seem elementary, the cumulative effect of such small
changes can radically improve the design. Refactoring is a
proven way to prevent software decay. In addition to
discussing the various techniques of refactoring, the author
provides a detailed catalog of more than seventy proven
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refactorings with helpful pointers that teach you when to apply
them; step-by-step instructions for applying each refactoring;
and an example illustrating how the refactoring works. The
illustrative examples are written in Java, but the ideas are
applicable to any object-oriented programming language.
& Most software practitioners deal with inherited code; this
book teaches them how to optimize it & & Workbook
approach facilitates the learning process & & Helps you
identify where problems in a software application exist or are
likely to exist
Get more out of your legacy systems: more performance,
functionality, reliability, and manageability Is your code easy
to change? Can you get nearly instantaneous feedback when
you do change it? Do you understand it? If the answer to any
of these questions is no, you have legacy code, and it is
draining time and money away from your development efforts.
In this book, Michael Feathers offers start-to-finish strategies
for working more effectively with large, untested legacy code
bases. This book draws on material Michael created for his
renowned Object Mentor seminars: techniques Michael has
used in mentoring to help hundreds of developers, technical
managers, and testers bring their legacy systems under
control. The topics covered include Understanding the
mechanics of software change: adding features, fixing bugs,
improving design, optimizing performance Getting legacy
code into a test harness Writing tests that protect you against
introducing new problems Techniques that can be used with
any language or platform—with examples in Java, C++, C, and
C# Accurately identifying where code changes need to be
made Coping with legacy systems that aren't object-oriented
Handling applications that don't seem to have any structure
This book also includes a catalog of twenty-four dependencybreaking techniques that help you work with program
elements in isolation and make safer changes.
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Agile Principles, Patterns, and Practices in C#
Refactoring
Service Design Patterns
A Brief Guide to the Standard Object Modeling Language
Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk
Evolutionary Patterns to Transform Your Monolith
Reusable Object Models

“One of the most significant books in
my life.” –Obie Fernandez, Author, The
Rails Way “Twenty years ago, the first
edition of The Pragmatic Programmer
completely changed the trajectory of my
career. This new edition could do the
same for yours.” –Mike Cohn, Author of
Succeeding with Agile, Agile Estimating
and Planning, and User Stories Applied
“. . . filled with practical advice,
both technical and professional, that
will serve you and your projects well
for years to come.” –Andrea Goulet,
CEO, Corgibytes, Founder,
LegacyCode.Rocks “. . . lightning does
strike twice, and this book is proof.”
–VM (Vicky) Brasseur, Director of Open
Source Strategy, Juniper Networks The
Pragmatic Programmer is one of those
rare tech books you’ll read, re-read,
and read again over the years. Whether
you’re new to the field or an
experienced practitioner, you’ll come
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away with fresh insights each and every
time. Dave Thomas and Andy Hunt wrote
the first edition of this influential
book in 1999 to help their clients
create better software and rediscover
the joy of coding. These lessons have
helped a generation of programmers
examine the very essence of software
development, independent of any
particular language, framework, or
methodology, and the Pragmatic
philosophy has spawned hundreds of
books, screencasts, and audio books, as
well as thousands of careers and
success stories. Now, twenty years
later, this new edition re-examines
what it means to be a modern
programmer. Topics range from personal
responsibility and career development
to architectural techniques for keeping
your code flexible and easy to adapt
and reuse. Read this book, and you’ll
learn how to: Fight software rot Learn
continuously Avoid the trap of
duplicating knowledge Write flexible,
dynamic, and adaptable code Harness the
power of basic tools Avoid programming
by coincidence Learn real requirements
Solve the underlying problems of
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concurrent code Guard against security
vulnerabilities Build teams of
Pragmatic Programmers Take
responsibility for your work and career
Test ruthlessly and effectively,
including property-based testing
Implement the Pragmatic Starter Kit
Delight your users Written as a series
of self-contained sections and filled
with classic and fresh anecdotes,
thoughtful examples, and interesting
analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer
illustrates the best approaches and
major pitfalls of many different
aspects of software development.
Whether you’re a new coder, an
experienced programmer, or a manager
responsible for software projects, use
these lessons daily, and you’ll quickly
see improvements in personal
productivity, accuracy, and job
satisfaction. You’ll learn skills and
develop habits and attitudes that form
the foundation for long-term success in
your career. You’ll become a Pragmatic
Programmer. Register your book for
convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they
become available. See inside book for
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details.
Domain Driven Design is a vision and
approach for dealing with highly
complex domains that is based on making
the domain itself the main focus of the
project, and maintaining a software
model that reflects a deep
understanding of the domain. This book
is a short, quickly-readable summary
and introduction to the fundamentals of
DDD; it does not introduce any new
concepts; it attempts to concisely
summarize the essence of what DDD is,
drawing mostly Eric Evans' original
book, as well other sources since
published such as Jimmy Nilsson's
Applying Domain Driven Design, and
various DDD discussion forums. The main
topics covered in the book include:
Building Domain Knowledge, The
Ubiquitous Language, Model Driven
Design, Refactoring Toward Deeper
Insight, and Preserving Model
Integrity. Also included is an
interview with Eric Evans on Domain
Driven Design today.
With the award-winning book Agile
Software Development: Principles,
Patterns, and Practices, Robert C.
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Martin helped bring Agile principles to
tens of thousands of Java and C++
programmers. Now .NET programmers have
a definitive guide to agile methods
with this completely updated volume
from Robert C. Martin and Micah Martin,
Agile Principles, Patterns, and
Practices in C#. This book presents a
series of case studies illustrating the
fundamentals of Agile development and
Agile design, and moves quickly from
UML models to real C# code. The
introductory chapters lay out the
basics of the agile movement, while the
later chapters show proven techniques
in action. The book includes many
source code examples that are also
available for download from the
authors’ Web site. Readers will come
away from this book understanding Agile
principles, and the fourteen practices
of Extreme Programming Spiking,
splitting, velocity, and planning
iterations and releases Test-driven
development, test-first design, and
acceptance testing Refactoring with
unit testing Pair programming Agile
design and design smells The five types
of UML diagrams and how to use them
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effectively Object-oriented package
design and design patterns How to put
all of it together for a real-world
project Whether you are a C# programmer
or a Visual Basic or Java programmer
learning C#, a software development
manager, or a business analyst, Agile
Principles, Patterns, and Practices in
C# is the first book you should read to
understand agile software and how it
applies to programming in the .NET
Framework.
Web services have been used for many
years. In this time, developers and
architects have encountered a number of
recurring design challenges related to
their usage, and have learned that
certain service design approaches work
better than others to solve certain
problems. In Service Design Patterns,
Rob Daigneau codifies proven design
solutions for web services that follow
the REST architectural style or
leverage the SOAP/WSDL specifications.
This catalogue identifies the
fundamental topics in web service
design and lists the common design
patterns for each topic. All patterns
identify the context in which they may
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be used, explain the constituent design
elements, and explore the relative
strengths and trade-offs. Code examples
are provided to help you better
understand how the patterns work but
are kept general so that you can see
how the solutions may be applied to
disparate technologies that will
inevitably change in the years to come.
This book will help readers answer the
following questions: How do you create
a web service API, what are the common
API styles, and when should a
particular style be used? How can
clients and web services communicate,
and what are the foundations for
creating complex conversations in which
multiple parties exchange data over
extended periods of time? What are the
options for implementing web service
logic, and when should a particular
approach be used? How can clients
become less coupled to the underlying
systems used by a service? How can
information about a web service be
discovered? How can generic functions
like authentication, validation,
caching, and logging be supported on
the client or service? What changes to
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a service cause clients to break? What
are the common ways to version a
service? How can web services be
designed to support the continuing
evolution of business logic without
forcing clients to constantly upgrade?
This book is an invaluable resource for
enterprise architects, solution
architects, and developers who use web
services to create enterprise IT
applications, commercial or open source
products, and Software as a Service
(SaaS) products that leverage emerging
Cloud platforms.
Evolutionary Database Design
(paperback)
Building Microservices
Planning Extreme Programming
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